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  Bind-It™ Decontamination Products
Manufacturer:

SKU#: 8217-10-0100 

 

Bind-It decontamination spray is ideal for general purpose cleanup of nuclear
medicine isotopes. Whether in the hot lab, receiving, camera rooms or patient
isolation areas, Bind-It does the job.

   Product Description
  
  Besides being very economical, Bind-It offers three distinct advantages over other decontamination products: Pleasantly
scented - Bind-It spray is formulated with a mild, pleasant scent. No harsh odors, no sulfur smell, no wrinkled noses. Bind-It
WILL NOT cloud lead glass - finally a way to clean syringe shields and L-blocks - without damaging or clouding the glass. Bind-It
is extremely effective at removing nuclear medicine isotopes, including radio-iodines. Bind-It Spray is also safe to use on
delicate well detectors, thyroid probes and camera heads. Bind-It Spray is non-corrosive, so it is equally safe on painted,
coated or varnished surfaces. Bind-It works by attracting and binding the isotope, thereby trapping it in solution. This
attraction is so powerful, it will even “pull” spilled isotope out of tile grout and other semi-porous surfaces. It is also highly
effective as a shield when used to pre-treat surfaces such as bench tops and workplaces where spills are likely. Simply spray
the surface and allow to dry. This makes cleanup faster and easier. Bind-It Hand Soap is the ideal choice for Hot Lab use. Bind-
It Hand Soap will not dry hands like other laboratory soaps. Bind-it hand soap is pleasantly scented and more importantly - it
removes skin contamination. Be proactive, do your hands a favor and ensure ALARA is met every time you wash your hands.
Pre-mixed 32oz spray 8oz concentrate 8oz hand soap pump bottle 32oz hand soap dispenser refill   

  Bind-It™ Decontamination Products Specification
  
      

  WHY BUY FROM GMI?

  Your trusted source for Used & New lab equipments, Parts, Factory Clearance instrument service since 1985.

  

We routinely save discerning laboratories
50-80% off retail on our recertified

instrument offerings.

Quality? ISO 9001:2008 certified means
we remove 100% of the risk in buying

'used' laboratory equipment.

Warranties from 90 days to a year as well
as multi-year service agreements are

available.

  
     

  
    GMI is an industry-leading distributor of brand new laboratory equipment and instruments. We supply a wide
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range of cutting-edge analytical instruments including centrifuges, gas chromatographs, freezers, thermal
cyclers, and more. Choose from more than a thousand of new and innovative lab instruments that meet
specifications and come with warranties up to 1 year.  
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